Philip Kistner

RE-WORK

An installation by
IPPOLITO FLEITZ GROUP
explores the relevance
of traditional office
archetypes today
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COLOGNE – ‘Does the office still make sense?’
This question was the starting point for Ippolito
Fleitz Group’s Re/Work installation at Orgatec
2016. A sprawling exhibition with numerous
high-profile collaborators, Re/Work examined
the relevance of the traditional workplace in
the face of the gig economy, a more transient
workforce and digital networking technologies
that allow employees and businesses to carry out
tasks and meetings remotely.
The exhibition’s resounding answer was
that space remained a tangible counterpart to
digital technologies and an inevitable conduit
of identity. With this principle in mind, eleven
spaces embodying office archetypes showcased
the possibilities of their integration with the

changing nature of labour. The conference
room was presented as an overlay of real and
virtual. A wall bisecting a table horizontally
featured video screens on each side projecting
the other end, connecting distant interlocutors
at eye level. Catering to the increasing need for
constant stimulation, a table with an interactive
touchscreen enlivened the waiting room
experience. A tapered desk by Walter Knoll
allowed members of a dialogue to define their
relationship to each other, while a model by
Pegasus integrated comfort and efficiency into a
home office environment. Implementing one of
Okinlab’s freely configurable shelving systems, a
library served as a secluded retreat.

Re/Work argues that space remains a tangible counterpart to
digital technologies and an inevitable conduit of identity
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A meticulous and colourful collage of found
objects explored the personalisation of desks
as one’s own.
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Punching bags represented the sparring of
ideas and opinions through intense yet
constructive channels, fulfilled by digital
whiteboards behind that allowed for a
spontaneous flow of ideas.
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